INTRODUCTION
ICT has changed the traditional concept of the library. The role of the digital library in collecting varied resources has given a new dimension in the library services. Adding to this concept, the major role of the National Digital Library of India in collecting the digital resources and providing them through a single window system is a remarkable achievement. It is helpful in the teaching-learning process and promotes research and development. Now-a-day, Libraries are more powerful, dynamic and reach before the users easily without any geographical restrictions. Libraries are fast moving in this Internet era from the manual mode of action to digital access. In this direction, the use of communication technologies has redesigned the library services to the borderless world and has become the lifeblood for the users' community. In this context, the aim of this paper is to establish the importance and different roles of the national digital library in preserving and disseminating the digital resources for the academic excellence and research growth.
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Digital Resources Management: The Role of the National Digital Library
National Digital library of India is an educational development project under t h e M i n i s t r y o f H u m a n R e s o u r c e Development, Government of India which provides digital resources in free of cost. It provides access to books, thesis, audio lecture, article manuscript, video lecture, question paper, web course, annual report, solution data set, report, technical report, manual album, monograph, technical manual, law judgment etc. to the users freely. The library started its pilot form in May 2016. But, it is in the present day has stood as an unparallel facilitator in the field of digital resources management. The user can open his/her account and get the content from popular sources freely. But, some of the registrations work from the World eBook Library, South Asia Archive, OECD library, Satyajit Ray Society (https://en.wikipedia. 1 org/) . The pilot form turned in to the fullfledged National Digital Library on the National Reading day on June 2017 at New Delhi. The mission of NDLI is to develop a framework of effective and vital learning repository and it could be available in a s i n g l e -w i n d o w s y s t e m ( h t t p s : / / 2 currentaffairs.gktoday.in/) . Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur has developed to NDLI which is a single window platform that collects and collates metadata from different learning institutions and other relevant sources from India and abroad.
LITERATURE REVIEW
It helps the researchers to compute the current problems of analogous interest and increases the fundamental knowledge of the problem and its elucidation for the future. It summarises the literature and helps to locate the gap between the past and present data. It helps the researcher to put suitable methodologies and recognize the problems in the earlier identical research. So for this, in order to unearth the present analytical observation, the following few studies have been taken in to account pertaining to the present topic.
The library organization should be sentient more about the intellectual property rights in creating digital collections. In this regard, Spasser stated that the patrons of the library in the present day expect access to both 3 physical as well as electronic items . So, publisher converts the print model into electronic formats which is substantially less expensive and easy to deliver. Physical versions may be preferred for graphics objects but electronic versions are easily accessible and time and again vary in PDF, HTML, MS Word, XML and text. Sinha in his writing stated that the main work of the digital library is to 4 acquire, store and retrieve the information in the digital form . It is group inter-linked and connected with the high speed networks. In this situation, Library Professionals face problems in the collection of digital resources and to make it store, format and retrieve the same for the future use. In the same way, Kumbhar supplementing the present context said that the digital library is always user centric which provides 5 information electronically .
To sum up the above statements, the importance of the digital library is inevitable for the users' benefit. It is also in the same way applicable for national Digital Library which provides digital resources to the clients of the digital libraries of the world. The professionals are also well equipped with the digital systems and they are more techno-savvy in providing the services to the users'. as a host and coordinating center . The purpose of the project was to establish a National Digital Library and disseminate the digital resources through a single window system. In this context, Minister of HRD while launching the NDLI portal declared his statement before the common masses that: "It is a very good platform for schools, universities, teachers, students and for all learners. He addressed to the media and said that it is a single window platform for educational needs. It will have more than 17000000 books in 200 languages. Around 11 lakh govt. schools would be given library grant between 5,000 and 20,000 every year depending on their size. It will also be helpful for the researchers, competitive preparation and gaining knowledge for all" as the matter published in the Hindu Business Line (https://www.thehindubusinessline. Furthermore, NDLI is a single window access point which facilitates e-learning for primary to higher education. It harvests metadata and contents from various Institutional Digital Repositories (ibid.) and allows searching e-contents and full texts.
m Benefits of National Digital Library of India National Digital Library of India is a free accessible platform which can be accessed through "https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/". The types of learning resources are available in NDLI namely, books, theses, audio lectures, article manuscripts, video lectures, question papers, web courses, annual reports, solution data sets, reports, technical reports, manual album, m o n o g r a p h s , t e c h n i c a l m a n u a l s , l a w j u d g m e n t s (https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/) and many more. 
LIBRIVOX is a dataset which covers more than two lakh audiobooks is a better service for special students. In addition to the above features, the NDLI is also providing the news and different events of different knowledge databases, programmes, press release, national and international conferences, medical and legal domain workshops of India.
The above information relating to the availability of digital resources of NDLI clears that, it is not only a teaching-learning supportive platform but also it encourages research on different domain areas of the world. provided to the clients through a single window . The users' store the books in their easy way and read them in the own custody. Thanks to the creation of digital archives at the national as well as the international level which provides digital resources for the benefit of the different users' categories. The worldwide digital libraries contain books, maps, films, audiobooks which are really difficult to find the same in physical form. Keeping in the importance of the digital resources, some famous digital libraries of the world are given for the learners benefit and make the concept more usable. Table 1 states that the premier digital libraries of the world have started providing their services after 1990. Most of the above prominent digital libraries are from the United States of America. It was possible because of huge investment and provision for enriching the information for the common masses. In the succeeding paragraph, the different digital provisions under digital India are discussed for better understanding of the concept of digital India.
m Major Digital Provisions under Digital India
The vital provisions of digital India are to make the country paperless, faster service and boob free. It also aims to give indemnity the people of India and help the people in getting the things easily. Some of the major digital provisions under digital India are enumerated in given below. One can browse popular textbooks on Mathematics, Science and Social Sciences and it has a huge collection of books for consultation, fiction, essay and poetry. l e-Hospital: It provides medically related services like online registration, fee payment, doctors' appointment, receive online diagnostic reports, query on the availability of blood through online and many other related services for the benefit of the common people of India.
l National Scholarships Portal: It is an education related programme which solves in the process of the end to end scholarship starting from the capitulation of students' application till disbursement of amount.
In adding to the above provisions, GOI has provided many other related provisions to make the system hassle free. The provisions of digital India give benefits to the common masses through quick and error free services. It needs time to time training and awareness programme for the common people to adopt the system more useful. 
CONCLUSION
In the concluding remarks, it can be said that the role of the National Digital Library in disseminating the digital resources is a remarkable achievement of Government of India. In this regard, Joshi in his view said that digital information promotes digital learning and digital literacy through the National Digital Library . Digital media has brought a sea change in the digital library. It is fortunate for the top level scholars to the digital resources in a single place. It saves time and money of the user and encourages research and development because of the easy availability of the digital resources at the doorsteps. Supplementing this idea, Lee in his writing stated that, NDLl has created a big digital archive with high-quality service through 10 digital network . Furthermore, it strives to build an open portal website which is considered as the user-friendly and interactive digital library. Last but not least, it is no doubt, National Digital Library of India has offered an easy search environment with comprehensive high-quality databases creating a digital hub in the digital information environment.
